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Few would dispute the centrality of the YWCA and
YMCA both to the history of the middle-class and of
the elite women and men from whose concerns they
emerged, and to the history of the white collar and
working-class women and men for whom they were created. Whether depicted as agents of social control, bringing an unruly urban population under the moral supervision of more elite surrogate parents, or as progressive agents of liberal reform and seedbeds of civil rights
movements, they have figured largely in the social histories of recent decades. This collection probes the full
range of topics that have interested recent social historians about the Y’s, from their role in Protestant denominational transformation and institutionalization, to their
role in company towns and labor disputes, from their creation to be safe havens for young, innocent women and
men adrift in the city to their creation as safe spaces for
the development of a gay subculture, and finally, from
their origins in racial separation to their struggles with a
new politics of integration.

the local managed to slip the leash of the national and
subvert the national’s progressive racial policies by engineering a simultaneous integration and suburbanization
of the Y.
Busby’s essay is particularly strong in its nuanced
and complex portrayal of the racial, gender, and class
dynamics, set in a larger shifting urban economic context. Two other essays make intriguing use of newer
theoretical models. Paula Lupkin’s “Manhood Factories:
Architecture, Business, and the Evolving Urban Role of
the YMCA, 1865-1925” brings a Foucaultian analysis to
bear to demonstrate the increasing popularity in this period of the Y as panopticon, a theme picked up with a
very different twist in John D. Wrathall’s “Taking the
Young Stranger by the Hand: Homosexual Cruising at
the YMCA, 1890-1980.” And in Nina Mjagkij’s “True
Manhood: The YMCA and Racial Advancement, 18901930,” the author uses the new attention to historicizing
manhood to interrogate the role of the Y for black urbanites.

Like most collections, this one is uneven, but many
of the essays are pathbreaking, and many share underlying themes, such as tensions between the national level
leadership, local leadership, and the membership. In
some cases, such as that of the railroad YMCAs discussed
by Thomas Winter (“Contested Spaces: The YMCA and
Workingmen on the Railroads, 1877-1910”), the membership succeeds in forcing locals into a pro-union stance
that made the national and the local sponsors less than
happy. Here and in the case of Cincinatti’s YWCA discussed by Sarah Heath, the locals seem more progressive
than the national. But in the case of Charlotte, North Carolina, examined by Michelle Busby in “ ‘The Price of Integration’: The Story of the Charlotte YWCA in the 1960s,“

It is impossible in a review of an anthology to do
justice to all the contributions, and there are other useful articles in this collection, as well as one that covers
YWCA and YMCA archival sources, valuable to anyone
for whom these rich sources may be of use.
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